THE EPISTEMIC INJUSTICE EXPRESSED IN “NORMALIZING” SURGERY ON CHILDREN WITH INTERSEX TRAITS
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Abstract: I present the notion of epistemic injustice coined by Miranda Fricker and apply it to the situation of people with intersex traits, especially intersex children who are the subjects of “normalizing” surgery. Several studies from Polish hospitals show that both early “normalizing” surgery and the decision to postpone such surgery can result in harm to an intersex child. For this reason, I claim that “normalizing” surgery is only an expression of the epistemic hermeneutical injustice existing before the surgery and that its source is the lack of an empirically adequate notion of sex characteristics. The binary notion is too simple to grasp intersex traits, and this epistemic dysfunction turns into practical harm. In contrast to Morgan Carpenter, I defend the nonbinary gender category as being important to limiting “normalizing” surgery.
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1. Epistemic injustice according to Miranda Fricker

Miranda Fricker (2009) seems to follow Socrates when she claims that evil can come from a kind of epistemic dysfunction. She coined the term epistemic injustice to describe the phenomenon of epistemic dysfunction that turns into moral dysfunction or, in terms of virtue epistemology and ethics, the epistemic vice that turns into a moral vice. It is a situation when “someone is ingenuously downgraded and/or disadvantaged in respect of their status as an epistemic subject” and at risk of also being negatively treated nonepistemically.

There are at least two forms of epistemic injustice: testimonial and hermeneutical: “Testimonial injustice occurs when prejudice causes a hearer to give a deflated level of credibility to a speaker’s word; hermeneutical injustice occurs at a prior stage, when a
gap in collective interpretative resources puts someone at an unfair disadvantage when it comes to making sense of their social experience.\textsuperscript{3}

Testimonial injustice can be illustrated by the old prejudice that women are unable to reason and are too emotional. In such a prejudiced social context, a female voice has a deflated level of credibility, for instance, in male-dominated corporation management teams.\textsuperscript{4} The epistemic result is that some ideas are too quickly rejected, and the free circulation of ideas is blocked. The moral result is that women are degraded as knowers and as humans. This can be followed by many other secondary disadvantages.

Hermeneutical injustice as a harmful gap in collective interpretative resources is illustrated by the story of Carmita Woods, who worked as a lab assistant at a university department of nuclear physics. She was the object of unwanted molestation by a distinguished professor (for instance, “he cornered her in the elevator and planted some unwanted kisses on her mouth”).\textsuperscript{5} Woods ceased to use the elevator, developed back and neck pains and, after being denied a transfer to another department, quit her job. She applied for unemployment insurance but was ashamed to describe the reason (“she had no namable reason to cite”), and as a result, she was denied the unemployment benefits. Feminist lawyers tried to help her, coining the term sexual harassment.\textsuperscript{7}

Before the term was coined, it was difficult to distinguish molestation and flirting, and it was difficult to understand that such molestation is a harm. Many molested women like Carmita Woods suffered but were unable to cope with their situation because there was no term in the social vocabulary for such a phenomenon (it was a lacuna in social hermeneutical resources). The reason for this lack of terminology was that women, the most frequent victims of sexual harassment, have, in the past, had limited participation in the processes of creating social vocabulary. Female voices were strengthened during the second wave of feminism in Western culture, and a better understanding of the female experience was developed. The term sexual harassment was coined at that time.\textsuperscript{8}

Both forms of epistemic injustice are linked to some kind of inequality of power. In contrast to testimonial injustice, hermeneutical injustice is a structural notion, and no agent perpetuates the injustice (even unintentionally). It is a structural vice of the social imagination. Testimonial injustice is the exclusion of a speaker, and hermeneutical injustice is the exclusion of “what they are trying to say”.\textsuperscript{9} Regular users of public language transmit the lacuna and materialize the harm. Only the virtuous and the most sensitive users can mitigate the harm. According to Fricker, regular users are partly justified in their hermeneutical dysfunction. The professor was probably unaware of how harmful his behavior towards Carmita Woods was to her. He was cognitively dysfunctional due to the lacuna in the social imagination and conceptual resources. Typical epistemic injustices are nondeliberate and unintentional. It was also difficult for Carmita Woods
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to understand her own experience of harassment. This can explain why she was unable
to protest and stop the mistreatment.10

Fricker also gives the example of gay people living in a culture that interprets
their sexuality as a sin or disorder. This interpretation is dissonant with gay people’s
experience of simple love for a same-sex person, and public vocabulary has a lacuna
regarding this experience. Therefore, the experience is inarticulable in the vernacular,
and members of society, including gay people themselves, do not understand this
experience. They interiorize the public interpretation and suffer for both external and
internal reasons (they fear the term, want their nascent identity to be disguised, finding
it shameful). This hermeneutical injustice (the lack of representation of an experience)
may be damaging to the development of the self. According to Fricker, this lacuna can
be filled by allowing the relevant group to participate in the process of creating social
meaning.11 Of course, hermeneutical injustice may be followed by testimonial injustice.
A member of a marginalized group can be doubly wronged as a speaker by the lacuna
in conceptual resources and by a deficit of credibility.12

Fricker’s concept of epistemic injustice can be applied to another minority group:
people with intersex traits, who do not fall into the binary male/female divide. I claim
that the concept is crucial in explaining the harm of performing “normalizing” surgery
on children with intersex traits. Morgan Carpenter writes that people with intersex traits
face testimonial injustice: “the credibility of intersex voices is diminished, even where
they speak about personal lived experience”.13 He also writes about hermeneutical in-
justice: people with intersex traits are “unable to make sense of their experience due to
prevailing social norms”.14 I claim that the specific form of epistemic injustice faced by
people with intersex traits is hermeneutical injustice. It is not only a problem that inter-
sex voices have a deflated level of credibility, but it is also a structural problem that is
easy to miss: their voices cannot be understood in the public arena, as the public binary
notion of two sexes makes too little space for these voices. The intersex experience is
closed behind hospital doors.

2. People with intersex traits

People with intersex traits are born with some sex characteristics (genital, gonadal,
chromosomal) that are both male and female or neither male nor female, for instance,
a vagina and testes or gonads with both ovarian and testicular tissue. As they have sex
characteristics that are not clearly male or female, they are excluded from the simple
male/female binary divide. Intersex people want others to know that “sex is a spectrum
and that people with variations of sex characteristics other than male and female do
exist”.15 In medical language, intersex conditions are referred to as DSDs (disorders of sex
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Some types of DSDs include CAH (congenital adrenal hyperplasia), CAIS (complete androgen insensitivity syndrome), PAIS (partial androgen insensitivity syndrome), 5-AR (5-alpha reductase deficiency), and variations in sex chromosomes (neither 46,XX nor 46,XY). Intersex genitals occur in 1 in 4500 newborns, while other cases are diagnosed in puberty or later in life; after including hypospadias and chromosome variations, the prevalence of DSDs is approximately 0.5% in the general population. In Poland, it is estimated to be 0.24%.

Let me illustrate this with an example of a sports celebrity, Maria Patino, a Spanish hurdler who was disqualified from female sports competitions in 1985 after a chromosomal test. Medical examination revealed that her karyotype was male, 46,XY, and she had undescended testes in her body. The data are public, as Patino published her medical records to fight for a license to run again (which she achieved in 1988) and to help other sportswomen with genetic variances. Her medical diagnosis is CAIS: the body does not respond to testosterone that is produced by testes. In such cases, during prenatal life, sex development goes in a female direction, and later gender identity is almost always female. She wrote, “I could hardly pretend to be a man; I have breasts and a vagina.” She was disqualified as a woman, and she was also not a man; her sex characteristics challenge the binary male/female divide.

At present, there is much medical data on newborns with intersex traits and considerable social data about the life and psychological condition of intersex adults. Additionally, historians have described people with intersex traits in the past. We can find remarks about them in the Bible (there are some eunuchs, which were so born from their mother’s womb; Matthew 19.12) and in Greek mythology (the story of how Hermaphroditus and the nymph Salmacis were united into one body with both breasts and penis; Ovid, Metamorphoses 4.285).

Therefore, there is much data to challenge the binary division of people into two exclusive groups: men and women. However, the division has been preserved by interpreting intersex traits as a congenital disorder. Similarly, newborns with six fingers or six toes are ignored by anatomical patterns, and their rare trait is interpreted as a disorder. Biology “is thinking in terms of populations instead of type specimens”. That is why biological theories treat intersex organisms as “anomalies”. They are statistically rare and, in this sense, “anomalous”, but such a name and position entail a negative value judgment. The same holds true for the term disorder. Scholars have pointed to the stigma...
accompanying the use of the word *disorder* and proposed intersex conditions, variations in sex development, differences in sex development or diverse sex development. The term *disorders of sex development* has been rejected by the largest international organization of intersex persons. Most intersex people can live as they were born without threats to their life or the dysfunction of their organism, and they are classified as people with a *disorder* just because their anatomy is different.

It is important to remark that it is possible to treat such rare anatomy as equally valuable, healthy, and natural variances or even to celebrate it as a special gift. For the time being, the “disorder strategy” is comfortable to the dominant majority in society. However, such interpretation of intersex bodies has harmful consequences, and it often leads to “normalizing” surgery.

3. Performing “normalizing” surgeries on children with intersex traits

Performing “normalizing” surgeries on intersex children is intended to help such individuals conform body to social binary norms and to avoid the “stigma” of having both female and male sex characteristics or neither female nor male ones. Sometimes, there is a medical necessity for surgery on intersex children, for instance, to allow urogenital functions or to remove streak gonads with a high risk of cancer. However, testes in girls are often removed before puberty even if there is no medical necessity to do so but just to prevent the masculinization of their appearance. Similarly, many surgeries on intersex genitals are not medically necessary but are intended to achieve a male or female appearance.

In the middle of the 20th century, a team of researchers from Johns Hopkins University, USA, which included psychologist John Money, elaborated treatment protocols for early surgery on the assumption that the gender identity of newborns is neutral and parents can steer its development in accordance with surgically assigned sex. This assumption was criticized inside medical circles as too simple. The public falsification of this assumption was a BBC documentary titled *The Boy Who Was Turned into a Girl*, based on John Colapinto’s book. In this story, a baby boy has his penis accidentally destroyed during a routine circumcision, and the decision was made to raise the child as a girl (testes were removed, the rest of the genitals were reshaped into vulva). Aro-
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und puberty, the child expressed a male gender identity and rejected the gender of his rearing. This was not the story of an intersex baby, but it shows the power of prenatal hormones as a source of gender identity. This story captured media attention and helped intersex activists from the Intersex Society of North America, supported by feminist scholars such as Ann Fausto-Sterling and Suzanne Kessler, question medical treatment protocols. The Chicago Consensus Statement in 2006 was a kind of compromise between the medical community and the intersex community.

There are many studies on pre-Chicago Consensus treatment, but let me illustrate the situation by referring to a follow-up study among intersex patients at the Children’s Memorial Health Institute in Warsaw, Poland. The results of the study are very similar to those presented in international studies. The Warsaw study was conducted around the time of the Chicago Consensus Statement, but the participants were treated according to pre-Chicago Consensus procedures. The participants were 19 persons with mixed (MGD) or partial gonadal dysgenesis (PGD) aged 17-26 years; 9 were raised as girls, and 10 were raised as boys. Participants with PGD had 46,XY chromosomes and bilateral ovotestes with partly testicular and partly ovarian tissue; participants with MGD had mosaic chromosomes 45,X/46,XY, one gonad streak, and one ovotestis. All had genitals ranging from a hypospadias penis to female genitals with some degree of masculinization. The criterion used to decide the sex assignment was the degree of external masculinization. In patients raised as girls, streak gonads and testicular tissue from mixed gonads were removed, and vaginoplasty was performed (between 1-9.5 years). Therefore, some of the girls had early vaginoplasty that required dilation that, as we know from other studies, “has caused severe psychological trauma to many children.” In the patients raised as boys, streak gonads were removed, and the hypospadias penis was reconstructed. Seven males with hypospadias were the most successful group in the study. None of the males had problems with gender identity. The quality of life of the female participants was much poorer. Two of them did not identify with the female gender but did not want reassignment and avoided intimate relations. None of the women had any sexual experience. “They expressed a limited interest in sex because of lack of sexual drive. None reported a bisexual or homosexual sexual orientation. None of the women had had sexual intercourse.” Many of the women experienced an inferiority complex or neurotic behavior.

The authors of the study claim that the reason for the poor result for the women was an incorrect gender assignment and say that “the degree of masculinization of the
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external genitals is a poor prognostic value for later psychosexual traits”;45 according to
the authors, the more important factor may be exposure to prenatal androgens.46 Some
of the women had feminizing surgery before they could say whether they identified as
female. On the grounds of this study, the authors question the assumption that “it is
safest to choose the female sex for rearing a child born with genital ambiguity.”47

Indeed, as a result of changes after the Chicago Consensus Statement in 2006, the
number of female assignments was reduced,48 and doctors started to carefully predict
the most likely future gender identity of each particular child. This was progress, but no
consensus was reached to ban early “normalizing” surgery entirely.49 There are some new
cases showing that early surgery inconsistently corresponds with later gender identity.50
The gender identity of children with intersex traits cannot be predicted with accuracy
(gender dysphoria affects between 8.5–20% of individuals with DSDs51), so waiting for
their voice about their identity seems like a minimal requirement.52

Additionally, even if a sex assignment is accepted, there are other unsatisfactory
results of early “normalizing” surgery.53 The report adopted by the Committee on
Bioethics of the Council of Europe lists the following undesirable results: “genital dys-
function, scarring, loss of sexual feeling, loss of fertility, [and] chronic pain.”54 Because
of this risk, it is better to wait until the child is able to give informed consent.55

There are many ethical arguments for why “normalizing” surgeries should be
delayed when they are not medically necessary and can be delayed.56 There is an argument
for the child’s right to bodily integrity,57 the child’s right to an open future,58 and
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the child’s right to genital autonomy.\textsuperscript{59} What is important for the parents (an appearance securing social acceptance) may not be so important for an adult with intersex traits suffering from chronic pain or nerve damage to sensitive tissue. An elderly child can say what their gender identity is and will be able to take part in the decision process or give informed consent.\textsuperscript{60}

Despite recommendations and moral arguments against early “normalizing” surgery, such procedures continue to occur.\textsuperscript{61} This raises the question of why parents make such a decision concerning their own children and why doctors recommend it.

4. Two cases from Poland of postponing surgery

I would like to refer to two recent case studies of intersex girls from Polish hospitals after the Chicago Consensus statement.

(Girl 1): An eleven-year-old girl with an enlarged clitoris, partly fussed labia, 46,XY karyotype, undescended testes in inguinal canals, high level of testosterone, and female gender identity was referred to a hospital and diagnosed with partial androgen insensitivity syndrome (PAIS). As she had a female gender identity, the decision was made to remove the testes to stop body masculinization in puberty and to supplement with estrogen to continue female puberty. The possible surgical alteration of the external genitalia was postponed until after puberty in accordance with Chicago Consensus recommendations (vaginoplasty before puberty has complication risks) to allow the owner of the body to take part in the decision (the patient was not interested in vaginoplasty).\textsuperscript{62} The authors of the case study add that after the removal of the testes, the girl lost a natural source of hormones. They do not mention, however, that the removal of the two gonads was also the end of her fertility; intersex cases are often presented as an emergency “that allows [practitioners] to abandon medical ethics.”\textsuperscript{63}

(Girl 2): A baby was born with an enlarged clitoris, short vagina, no uterus, two undescended testes, and karyotype 46,XY. The baby was diagnosed with partial androgen insensitivity syndrome, and a female sex was assigned. When the child was four, a female identity was expressed, and one smaller abdominal testicle was removed. The second testicle in the inguinal canal was left, and the sex organs were not surgically corrected, as 11% of such children change their gender identity in puberty. When the girl was thirteen, the clitoris was significantly enlarged, and she grew male-type hair, but her identity was female. When the girl was nineteen, her body looked masculine (strong, dark body hair and facial hair, no breasts), and she was severely depressed. Bajszczak et al. reported that after the second gonad was removed, the external genitalia were surgically altered, and estrogen and antiandrogen therapy was applied (to develop breasts and eliminate body hair) some psychological improvement was achieved.\textsuperscript{64}
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The first case shows a successful (as far as we know) post-Chicago Consensus treatment with partly postponed surgery. The second case shows the psychological trauma that resulted from postponing surgery. The story of Girl 2 shows that the life of some persons with intersex traits is difficult without surgery. “The struggles associated with intersex do not derive exclusively from the scalpel,” they derive from the simple binary notion of two sexes and the pathologizing of bodies that do not fit the binary.

Girl 2 was not harmed by physical pain, her fertility and sexual sensitivity were preserved, and an open option for future decisions remained. However, the girl was left with psychosocial trauma (without appropriate psychological support monitoring her distress). The reasons for her suffering are different from those of the nine girls treated according to the pre-Chicago Consensus procedure. Girl 2 can blame her parents and doctors for leaving her without professional support when the social environment was hostile to diverse sex characteristics. The pre-Chicago Consensus girls have their bodies irreversibly changed without waiting for their voices and informed consent. Girl 1 had a successful postponement (two testes were removed, genitals were left alone) as far as we know, but Girl 2 had a traumatic postponement (only one testis was removed).

The parents of intersex children face a tragic decision. Early “normalizing surgery” carries the risk of physical harm, but postponing such surgery risks social stigma and psychological trauma (when there is no appropriate support, or the child is not resilient against the stigma). Doctors hold DSD team meetings to make decisions about a particular child. They make a recommendation, and the parents can accept it or not. Parents often blame themselves both for physical harm after surgery and for psychological pain in the case of refusing to consent to surgery. Georgian Davis writes that doctors “make treatment recommendations from the position of power and authority over the intersex ‘emergency’ they create. This leaves parents inclined to accept medical recommendations and simultaneously allows providers to evade responsibility for their actions.” Davis seems to defend parents and blame doctors. In my view, doctors only perpetuate the emergency that already exists in the social imagination. Doctors are also prisoners of the social imagination that is created by the whole society. It is not easy to stop early “normalizing” surgery when social exclusion and psychological trauma are at risk.

5. The binary notion of two sexes as a source of epistemic injustice

It seems obvious that the source of the trauma and the push for “normalizing” surgery is social pressure to fit into a narrow pattern of two sexes that I call the binary notion: “The aim of such cutting is typically to conform the child’s genitals to a narrowly conceived gender binary.” The simple, binary female/male divide is a kind of epistemic oversimplification that ignores a great deal of empirical data about people with intersex
traits. I claim that “normalizing” surgery is the expression and reinforcement of epistemic injustice, as it is a visible, physical harm made by public institutions and allowed by the law; however, the epistemic injustice exists before the surgery. Before physical violence, there is symbolic violence. It is a physical violence towards a minority group of people in the name of norms created by the dominant group. Children with intersex traits feel “the knife of the norm” on their bodies.

Public language is created by the powerful portion of a society. People with intersex traits are a minority, and they are different in a way that is tabooed. Their situation is discussed secretly with doctors and in narrow family circles. Their experience is hardly socially visible and has little impact on the social imagination; it is reduced to a medical issue, handed over to medical authority, and, thus, pathologized. When surgical techniques were developed, their bodies were subjected to removals, corrections and constructions (in very sensitive and intimate parts of the body) to fit the existing binary notion of two sexes. At that moment, social stigma was extended to a new kind of physical harm. However, hidden under the physical harm, the injustice is located in the social imagination.

For instance, in Polish law, the appearance of external sex organs is the key determinant of legal sex, but the law does not see the children to which the criterion cannot be applied. However, instead of changing the law, what is being changed are children’s bodies.

Regular users of language transmit binary oversimplification and unintentionally materialize harm. Special sensitivity is needed to mitigate this harm. When we listen Fricker’s advice, the only way forward is (1) to be in touch with empirical data and (2) to listen to the voice of the minority group to enrich the social interpretative resources. A group of intersex people started to express their experiences, to participate in creating language, and to build social sensitivity to the harm they have encountered. It is a slow process, as prevailing cultural traditions resist modification, even if the old norms are inconsistent with empirical data. In my view, to speed this process up, some new theories that are able to interpret “anomalies” as healthy diversities and a new multilayered and nonbinary notion of sex/gender characteristics are needed.

According to intersex activist Hida Viloria, “the emergence of people with nonbinary gender identities is an important step for the acceptance of all intersex people. After all, the big fear driving ‘corrective’ treatments is that intersex babies won’t grow up to be men or women. So, if we have a whole community of people voluntarily saying that they are not men or women and living voluntarily as neither…it creates a viable community that parents can see.” I also argue that if society understands the diversity of sex characteristics, parents may stop asking for early “normalizing” surgery, and doctors may stop recommending it.
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Not all people with intersex traits agree with this explanation. Australian intersex activist Morgan Carpenter presents the point of view of the majority of intersex people who have a binary gender identity. They have some diverse sex characteristics, but they are women and men in terms of legal sex assignment and felt gender identity.

From their point of view, the binary notion of two sexes is partly acceptable (if only based on self-determination instead of on sex characteristics). Carpenter writes: “The medical model seeks to make intersex bodies either female or male, while an incommensurate third-sex model seeks to classify intersex persons as neither female nor male.”77 What is currently called the “medical model” is, in fact, the simply binary model of two sexes, where there is an assumption that a person is either male or female. Intersex people have some female and some male traits, and they are in danger of being harmed by “normalizing” surgery. However, the binary model of two sexes understood as a legal classification is acceptable for the majority of intersex people.78

The third-sex model is also rejected from this point of view. According to Carpenter, as the binary model forces intersex bodies to be either female or male, the third-sex model presents intersex people as neither female nor male when most of them have female or male gender identity. Under this model, they are in danger of being considered neither truly men nor truly women: “Claims that intersex is a third sex risk framing binary (female and male) sex assignment and identifications in intersex people as deceptive or transgressive.”79 Carpenter claims that this model would be a new kind of epistemic injustice,80 as it would misgender those people and other the whole intersex community. According to him, both the model of two sexes and the model of three sexes are harmful. He accepts a human rights model composed of the right to the self-determination of gender identity and the right to bodily integrity.81

Some points need to be explained. I see two inconsistencies in Carpenter’s view. First, he rejects the binary medical model, but at the same time, he writes that intersex people are happy with the binary model. Second, he accepts the human rights model with the principle of self-determination, but at the same time, he rejects the nonbinary category that is adopted by people who self-determine as nonbinary. If we reject the binary model on the medical level, we should also respect that it is damaging for some people on the legal level. If we accept the principle of self-determination, it should be applied to all people. This principle requires respect for nonbinary third gender identity because some people have adopted it. At the end of his paper, Carpenter acknowledges as much: “As long as legal classification is required, access to binary and neutrally termed ‘non-binary’ sex/gender markers should be available for any person (intersex or not) preferring such options on the basis of self-determination.”82 It is very important that Carpenter clearly presents the point of view of the majority of intersex people, but one should also consider other groups of people (especially the group of nonbinary people who overlap with transgender and intersex groups).
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Carpenter discusses the idea of a simple two-sex model or a simple three-sex model, but an alternative is to start talking about sex traits instead of sexes. A nonbinary theory of sex traits that are excluded from the female/male divide is needed for a general understanding of the diversity of sex characteristics. This can be a multilayered model of sex traits and gender identities that can occur in diverse trait clusters.\(^83\) A description of the diversity is consistent with respecting gender identity. I agree that on a legal level, a particular version of the third gender category is needed: it must be “available for all individuals regardless whether they are intersex or not...at the request of the individual concerned.”\(^84\) This version of the third category can avoid additional harm to people who already suffer because of “normalizing” surgery. It can avoid an additional epistemic injustice mentioned by Carpenter\(^85\) as the reason for avoiding a nonbinary gender category.

I argue, like Hida Viloria, that including a nonbinary gender category in legal terms can contribute to breaking the simple binary model used in medical contexts. If we want schoolchildren to respect children with diverse sex traits, we need to respect gender/sex diversity in the public language and law. New theories that are able to interpret intersex traits as part of a healthy diversity can change the social binary imagination.

**Conclusion**

Fricker’s notion of *epistemic injustice*, especially *hermeneutical injustice*, is a useful theoretical tool to explain the social situation of people with intersex traits. Until recently, such people hardly participated in the processes of creating the notion of sex and gender, and as a result, their traits have been inadequately interpreted as a kind of disorder. This epistemic dysfunction also results in physical harm from “normalizing” surgeries performed on children with intersex traits. However, these surgeries happen because injustice exists in the social imagination. It is disseminated as a binary language of two sexes, as the discrimination of people with diverse sex characteristics, and as an emergency for intersex newborns, and it culminates as physical harm approved of by the law and science done to vulnerable children. In contrast to Carpenter, I claim that to limit this harm, it is important to reject the simple binary model of two sexes.
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